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MongoDB C# findOne issue I have the following collections in my
MongoDB: I would like to get the balance where last_updated

between now - 15 Minutes is MAX, and if there is no such document
I would like to return null { "_id" :

ObjectId("4e7ed9b26c8d6003dc5c23a9"), "username" : "Test",
"created" : ISODate("2015-06-02T09:41:07.618Z"), "customer" :

"sandbox-clients", "last_updated" :
ISODate("2015-06-02T09:41:07.681Z"), "status" : "active",

"balance" : NumberLong(7.9993), "balance_available" :
NumberLong(6.9997), "balance_transferred" : NumberLong(0),

"create_time" : ISODate("2015-06-02T09:41:07.618Z"), "product" :
"test-product-1", "product_available" : NumberLong(1), "expiration"

: ISODate("2015-06-09T07:01:24.281Z") } I have tried the
following, but no luck var collection =

MongoClient.GetDatabase("testDB").GetCollection("accounts"); var
query = Query.Where(ac => ac.LastUpdate > DateTime.Now -

TimeSpan.FromMinutes(15)); var result = query.ToList(); Any help is
much appreciated. EDIT: The query result after running it through
MongoVUE is still empty A: You need to project the properties you
want in your projection as well, for example: var query = Query
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Summary: Alyssa and her best friend, Lucy, have been in trouble
alot since they were caught in the act of pleasuring each other with
a fork, knife, and a toothbrush. Since they were only young teens,
they are only getting spankings and detention. One day, Alyssa is
caught pleasuring herself with her favorite vibrator! With this as

their punishment, she is allowed to play with herself with her
friends though, their youngest friend is not as lucky as they are.

The girls are trying to calm Alyssa down by putting on a strip show,
and while that is going on, The teacher in charge of all the teachers
at the school is waiting outside to come in. 16 years of existence of
the site, what is the most exciting and beautiful moments of Y3df
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com/index.php?id=163980]Images from Y3df Meet the Johnsons 3
(part 4). Keep in mind that the comments could possibly be

restricted. Click here for some more information on that. Y3DF Meet
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server) - 16 Porn Comics - Family Pics. 16 images - For Adults 18
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This Story is a The concept of a movie that can not be fully

explained because of the nature of the story itself. 1. What if
everything you have thought is false, and the only truth is what is

written in a book called the Bible?Colorectal cancer stage at
diagnosis in the United States, 2004-2011. The objective of this

study was to assess change in distribution of stage at diagnosis of
colon and rectal cancers in the United States over a 10-year period.
Using the National Cancer Institute Surveillance, Epidemiology, and

End Results Program registry file, annual age-adjusted incidence
rates and stage distributions were calculated for both colon and

rectal cancers during 2004-2011. Population-based incidence rates
were age-adjusted to the 2000
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